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to anybody at any time, it manifests itself equally in all objects of
perception. Th-ere is no need for any external authority by which, to
define the Self, which is even more immediate to us than our body—
no effort is needed for knowing the Self ; it is needed only to remove
the error of identifying the Self with the Not-Self1. Its existence is
not inferred by any syllogistic process, but felt and recognised as a
metaphysical fact from which, there is no escape2. In the language
of the Veddnta it is pratibodhaviditam. It is a postulate of Know-
ledge. It is the root of experience and makes experience possible ;
it is that which alone unifies all experiential knowledge.
In the language of Professor Max Miiller3, (c it is an JEstheton;
it is felt, man being in constant contact with it; and this contact is
the only legitimate basis on which the Infinite can and does exist
for us."
The Indian Veddntin thus starts with. the Self as the surest ground
of certitude, appeals at every step to the facts of experience, (under-
standing that word in its largest signification) and reaches his
conclusions on that basis. He makes no assumptions as working
hypothesis, and his speculations, thus reasoned out, promise to be
confl.rmed.by Science.
The highest truth, which the Indian Advaitin has reached in. his
philosophical research is that Atman (Self) and Atman alone is
tlifil ultimate Reality and, apart from it and independent of. it,
' nothing is.
This position, though it is not acceptable to a large body of
European thinkers, in its pure form, is one which can be
establish-ed by the very method, which thinkers like Professor
Eerrier have admitted to be the correct method to follow in the
search, of truth.
1 See Bhag. Git. XVIII, 50-51, and objects of knowledge; ..... but the
Ved. Sutr. II, 3, 7 ; and Shankar's Gloss Self, as being the abode of the energy
thereon, S. B. E. Vol. 38, p. 14:— (t for that acts through the means of right
the knowledge of the Self is not, m any knowledge, is itself established pre-
person's case, adventitious, not esta- viously to that energy."
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right knowledge; it rather is Self esta- ^.^ Kena ^ llf 4; see alsoMax
bushed. The Self does indeed employ Muuers Ration, S. B. E. Vol. I,
perception and the other means of ^'   f   e
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establishing previously non-established

